Vocabulary plus: word building: adjectives

I like films

I love cats:
they're so cute
and (love).

-less

which are
(drama).

There aren't

The most

many (home)

(effect) plans

people in my

are often the

country.

simplest.

I hate horror
films. They're
too (scare).

I'm a very
(talk) person -

-ful

I talk too much
sometimes!

English
grammar is

I can't cook.

I think I'm a

-ic/-ical

When I do, my

(response)

always (logic).

food is never

person.

(eat)!

There are some

There have

Going to the

very (poet)

been a lot of

dentist can be

traditional

(explode)

(pain).

stories from my

scandals in my

country.

country recently.

I have a friend
who is a (care)

-able/-ible

driver. He/she's
always nearly

school were
(use). I never
learnt anything!

Learning
English is
(ease).

is (create).

I'm (hope) that
my English will

I'm quite a

improve in the

(mess) person!

next year.

having accidents.

Art classes at

I like work that

Happiness is
more (value)
than money.

My favourite

I'm (hope) at

kind of holiday

music. I can't

is one which

sing or play any

is (peace) - I

instruments.

like to relax.

It doesn't

I'd love to

matter what
job you do, as

I love (rain)

long as you are
(success).

days.

travel and
do (biology)
research - just
like Darwin!
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UNIT 5: WORD-BUILDING RACE
From START to FINISH: easy useless painful logical talkative lovely/lovable dramatic homeless
effective scary edible creative messy peaceful biological rainy successful hopeless valuable
careless poetic responsible explosive hopeful
Suffix squares (example answers):
-able/-ible: responsible lovable profitable (in)edible valuable
-less: homeless useless careless hopeless restless
-ful: painful peaceful thankful hopeful careful
-y: messy hairy quickly easy flashy
-ive: effective explosive creative effective cooperative
-ic/-ical: poetic biological dramatic historical scientific

